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Suppose the quadratic form f is given as follows, f = aIx: + - * . + a&, where 
each ai E Q, the rationals. There are two basic questions here. 
(I) When does f represent 0, i.e., when is there an n-tuple of rationals 
(P 1, l l l , p”) # (0, l - l ,0) such that f(p,, . . . , p,,) = O? 
(II) If it is known that f represents 0, can an algorithm be given which will 
produce such an n-tuple (& . . . , &)? 
The answer to (I) can be found in [8, p. 361. 8ur goal is to answer (II) by 
re-exposing Lagrange’s algorithm when n = 3 and producing-an algorithm for the 
cases where n = 4 and n = 5 which will depend on the case n = 3. If n > 5 and if f is 
indefinite, then f = g + h where g is an indefinite quadratic form in 5 variables and 
it is known that .an indefinite form in 5 variables always represents 0. Thus solving 
(II) for n = 5 solves (II) for any n > 5. 
This algorithm arises in a natural way from the proof of the Hasse-Minkowski 
Theorem in contrast with the procedures given by Cassels [3], Raghavan [7] and 
Siegel [9]. See Remark 2. ’ 
The algorithm presented for n = 4 and n = 5 is “effective’: to the extent that a 
solution to the following problem is effective: given relatively prime integers a and 
m, find a prime 4 such that 4 - = a mod m. More on this in Remark ‘1. 
We now consider the various cases starting with n = 2. 
If n = 2 then CY~X~ + cy& represents 0 if and only if - CY,/CY~ E Q” in which case 
(1 d 7 - CY~/QI~) is a solution. 
Suppose n = 3. It sufhces to answer (II) if f has the fqrm f = u2 -- c2v2- bw2 
where ez and td are square free integers. If a and b are bULh negative f does not 
represent 0 so we assume from now on that a and bi are not both negative. By the 
Hasse-Minkowski theorem or the Hasse norm theorem 
(0 f represents 0 (a, b), = 1 
ere t syn’581. 
or n = 3 there is an old algorithm called &agra !ge’s re uztion method which we 
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present now. Suppose we know that f represents 0. If a = 1 or 1’1 = 1 we can 
immediately write down a solution. So suppose a # 1 and 9# I. 7%~ there is a 
solution (uO, z’~, wo) to f = 0 where w0 # 0. For, if w0 = 0 then Q( # 1) is a square 
which contradicts the fact that a is square free. Therefore there as a solu.tion to 
(2) b = x2-- a+ J%IQ (x f .\/ay 1, 
where K = Q(fi), a and b are square free, and a # 1, b # I. It clearly suffices to 
find a solution to (2). But, and this fact is central, since a( # 1) and b( # 1) are 
square free (2) has a solution if and only if 
(3) a = (x’)’ - b ’ y ‘)’ 
has a solution and WC can go from a solution of (2) to a solution of (3) and vice 
versa. For example. if (x0, y,) is a solution of (2) then y. # 0 and a = 
(xolyJ - b( l/y*)*. s o it, suffices to find a solution to b = x2 - ay2 where 1 6 1 a 1 s 
1 b I. Now b cannot bf -4 because a and b are not both negative and a # 1. Thus it 
suffices to solve 
where 
a#l, 161X, 
a, b square free:, 
We win now reduce this problem to t^ne problem of solving another equation with 
a “smaher” b. Repeated application of the procedure will lead to the case where 
IbI=landl~Ial~/B/ in which case we can immediately write down a solution. 
. Let p/b. If pla then a-rimodp where rP=O. Jf p=2ka then 
a = rimed p where r, = 1. If 2 # p 4’ a then since b = x2 - ay* has a solution, it 
follows from (1) that I = (a, b), = (u/p) and thus there is an rP :;uch that 
a = rg mod JI, By the Chinese Remainder theorem one can construct an I’ such that 
r = rP mod p for all p dividing 6 and so rz = a mod 6. The t can ea4y be adjusted 
lity above is satisfied. 
e lemma can be “constructed” y trying all integers b~tw~~~ I- an 
ensincela/Gi 
1 
=- 
4 
Then 
and we have a solution to (2). We have reduced the problem to a si 
and we are done. 
Suppose vl = 4. It suBices to answer (11) when 
f =(au2-+bo2)--(cx2+dy2), 
where a, b, c, d are square free integers. If f is definite then f does not represent 
So we can assume Q >(3 and d >O. 
Let g = au2+ bu2 and h = cx2+dy2. If g or e are done. So 
suppose f = g - h represents 0but neither g aror 
an integer e # 0 such that g and h both represe 
Iz = e we are done. But to solve ax2 + by’ = e, f3r example, it suffices to solve 
x2 - (6/ - a)$ = e/a. To solve this, it suffices to kr ow how to solve ;an equation of 
the type x2-ay*= 6 where a and b are square free integers. ote that if a = I 
then (I+ b/4,1 - b/4), is a solution and if Is = ‘I (i,O) is a solution. So we are 
reduced to solving an equation of type (2) which can be done by Lagrange’s 
reduction method. 
Let fe (resp. ,f;) be the discriminant of Q(d - ab) ( 
the set of primes p such that p 1 fg or p 1 fh or p 1 abc consists of the o 
. 
primes pl, . . . , ps which divide &cd and perhaps the prime 2.. 
let ti = 1 if 2 E S. et ~2 -8pl-ps and let m = 16’p:***p 
and E, (h) = (c, d),. 
a 2,. There is a square free integer e * such that for each p E 
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Let e = q?. 
Both g and h represent e. 
y the initial remarks on the case n = 4 this yields an algalrithrn for n = 4. 
We will need trle foIE. ,wing definition of congruence for the proofs. Let pi be a 
power of a prime p whc re i is a non-negative integer. Let r = @’ and s = p’s’ be 
arbitrary nonzero integ trs where p 8 r’ and p $ s’. Write r = s mod* pi if j = k 
and r’ = s ’ mod p i. In pi ricular, r = s mod* p” means that p occurs in r and s to the 
Same power. 
of Lemma 2. Since f represents 0 but neither g nor h represent 0 there is a 
square free integer e # 0 such that g = e and h = e have solutions over Q. Let 
Kdr = Q(6 ab) and Kh t- Q(m). By [8, p. 371 if g = e and h = e have 
solutions over Q, then 
(3) (e, &), = I@, - lb), = E,(g) 
aI?d 
(4) (e, K,, ), = (e, - cd), = E, (h 1, 
for all prime numbers p. (I-Iere (e, F&),, is the Masse norm residue symbol and we 
are identifying the generator of Gl,KJQ) with - 1 and the identity map with 1.) 
Now let p E S and let ff’ (resp. f$“) be the precise power of p dividing the 
discriminant of Kg Cresp. K,). Let ftpJ = max {Jr’, ff’>. If p # 2 then f@) 1 p and if 
p = 2 then f’“‘I 8. Since e # 0 is square free, there is an integer ep for each p E S 
such that 
(5) e, = e mod* f@), 
where 
de d P - l)<p* ifpf2 
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By the Chinese Remainder theorem one can construe1 an integer e’ > 0 such t 
for each p E S 
(6) lGe’<n. , 
Let e*= te’. Since p k e” for each p E S 
(7) e*sz eP mod” fcp) 
and 
%e*<rrt<m. 
By (31, (41, (5) and (7) ad 1% ps 351 we have the foIlowing for each p E S 
(8) (e*, -ab), = Ep(g) and (a*, -cd), = yP(h). 
(The result cited from H. Hasse is the fact that t c ke-nel of the local reciprocity 
map of class field theory contains the numbers congruent to 1 mod the conductor of 
the given Io>cal extension.) 
Now if we cancel all squares from e * (8) will stil* bold. So we can assume without 
loss of generality that e* is square free. 
I Le 8 3. q ff s. 
roof. Let p be an odd primz in S. Then p divi es ~ti /t and so y = e */t moo p. 
Since p does not divide e */t. 4 # p. 
roof of Theore et e = qt. Since p@) divides m/t we get 9 = e */t mod f@). 
Hence e = 4t ze*mod*f6’1 f ‘or each p E S. Again by [5, p. 351 and Lemma 2 
(9 ( e, - QO = a,(g) and (e, - cd), = eP (h), 
for each p E S. Also (9) holds 
1. suppose p = 2 g S. Then .2 4 
On the other hand, since 2 k 
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and we can assume Q > 0 and c3 > 0. If g or h represter& 0 we are dons,. So suppose 
neither represents 0. Let S be the set of 1 fg rc11* p 1 a&. As before 
S consists of the odd primes pl, . . . , ps perhaps 2. Let (s = 0 if 
2 6 S anId let S = 1 if 2 E S. Let yt = 8*~, l l * ps and let m = 16’“p: bl l p z. Let 
g _ k) = (a, b),. A proof very similar to that for Lemma 2 will est;tblish the 
following. 
There is a square free integer e * such that for each p E S we have 
1 6 e * C m and (e*, - ab), = q(g). 
Let t = gcd(e *, m ). LI t 4 be an odd prime not dividing d such that 
Let e = qt. 
‘Fbeorem 2. Both g and h represent e.
roof. A proof similar to that used in Theorem 1 shows g represents e. Since 4 # d, 
- qt/d is not a square. Wy [8, pa 373 hr represents e. 
We are thus reduced to solving g = e which can be done by Lagrange’s reduction 
method and cIx:+czx$+&-exf= 0 for which we already have an algorithm. 
late that if the last equation has a nontrivial solution, then x4 jC 0 because h does 
not represent 0.) 
The question now remains. How hard is it to find a prime 4 such that 
m where a and m are arbitrary relatively prime integers. Let P(m, a) 
be the first prime congruent to IZ mod m. The author would Eke to express his 
gratitude to J. Hummel for writing a computer program which reveals that 
P(mva)<m2 if 2srn =Z 10,000 and a is any integer relatively prime to m. The 
author is also grateful to L. Goldstein for pointing out the following result which 
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Note a 
Just recently S. Graham has shown in his paper “On Einnik’s Constant” 
(preprint) that C can be taken to be 20 provided m is sufficiently large. 
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